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Halloween Run.

Whilst the end of the year appears to be
rushing towards us, we still have some events
to look forward to.

After a dull, misty day, where I live anyway, a number of cars
met at Wrotham on Saturday late afternoon just as the skies
cleared and we had a very enjoyable run through Kent to
Eastwell Manor.

You will, hopefully, by now have given
Michelle your order for the Christmas meal on
3rd December. I am aware that one or two
Forward
to to commit due to
members
are unable
pending, and more pressing, possibilities, but
I am sure the hotel would be able to
accommodate a few late orders if necessary.

Between Jon and Jasmine leading in the Esprit and Michelle in
the M100 bringing up the rear, (and ensuring none of us got
lost), we had Mick & Linda in their M100, Howard & Jenny in
their S2 Elise, me in the S1, Chris and Judy in the S3 and Jim
& Maura in the Exige. In addition to the enjoyment of the drive
we also had some beautiful autumn colour to enjoy, to which
we could add a spectacular sky as the sun went down which,
in turn, caused the fields to be blanketed in a shallow layer of
mist.

The day before that we have an extra, and I
think very interesting, additional run to Jota
Sport’s base in Frant. More details will be
available nearer the time, but see below for a
bit more information.
On the 13th November we have the postponed
run to Brooklands. This is a place that
warrants repeated visits, so even if you’ve
been there before, it’s well worth wrapping up
warm and joining that run.
So the end of the year is nigh, but there’s still
a lot to enjoy with the Club. In addition, we
also have a couple of club nights to go, so
hopefully see you at some point soon.
Finally, my thanks to Vaughn for the Bexhill
report, held over from last month.
Additional Run
nd
We have an extra run arranged for Friday 2
December! Howard & Jenny have managed to
organise a visit to Jota Sport in Frant, near
Tunbridge Wells. As explained on their website:‘Jota Sport is one of the UK's leading motorsport
teams, having won in several categories of racing,
including the prestigious LMP2 division at Le Mans.
Engineering excellence and immaculate
preparation have been Jota Sport's philosophy
since their inception 17 years ago. Now one of the
most respected operations in the highly competitive
international motorsport industry, Jota expanded in
2016 running two thoroughbred LMP cars - one on
the global stage in the FIA World Endurance
Championship and the other in Europe's toughest
series, the European Le Mans Series’.
This will be a late afternoon run, getting to Frant at
about 5pm. Further details will follow in due course.

The second half of the drive was completed in complete
darkness, in which you get completely mesmerised by
focussing on the two red lights in from of you, until such time
as they disappear around a sharp bend and you suddenly
have to start driving for yourself for a moment!
We were met at Eastwell Manor by John & Joan. We sat at a
single long table and enjoyed the company and, for the most
part, the meal, although John had a couple of issues that had
to be resolved.
We didn’t leave until about 11:30, so it was a late and
sometimes very misty drive back. Thanks as ever to Jon &
Michelle for organising everything and for planning and leading
the drive. Very much appreciated by all who attended.

Emails.
If you have renewed your email address recently, or you don’t
appear to be receiving emails from the club, please get in
touch with one of the Planning Group members to let us know.

Restoration News.
It would appear that Richard L’s Elan restoration has
been somewhat delayed by him having some fairly
significant restoration work undertaken on himself.
Richard lives in the same road as Vaughn, and in the
most extreme case of ‘keeping up with the neighbours’
that I have ever seen, Vaughn is now to undergo the
same procedure!
I’m sure I can speak on behalf of all Members in wishing
them both full and speedy recoveries.

Bexhill Classic Car Show 2016
Following two previous disastrous “wet” years, this year’s show was blessed with fine weather and a large number of cars
and paying visitors turned up on August Bank Holiday Monday. Talking to one of the organisers I was told that they had
lost money previous years and hoped to do better this time.
Diana and I drove down early with the roof down and met up with Roger and Chrissy in the adjacent sea front Café for
breakfast. I am pleased to report my Elise now seems to be fixed following the recent head gasket saga.
The show was opened by Eddie Izzard, but sad to report only four Lotus were displayed on the day, Roger Rogowski’s
M100 and my Elise 111s plus two other local cars (Baby Elan and Plus 2).

However, there were a wide range of other interesting cars and motor bikes, some genuine eg. Jaguar 3.8 saloons and E
Types, Lamborghini, Maserati, Delorean, Viper, Porsche 356 and 911 plus several nice Kit Car replicas - GT40, Cobra
and an open Porsche 356 speedster made by Chesil in Dorset.

Naturally there were hundreds of MGB’s and a local MGF conversion with front and back clam type shells “a la Lotus
Elise”. A sales brochure indicated that this conversion was the work of “Blaze Motorsport” of Maidstone.

Another exhibit of interest was a “Cortina Estate” fitted with a 2 litre Ford Zetec, fuel injected engine but all made to look
like a Lotus Cortina (stripes and split bumpers etc.). However, I did notice that it did NOT have duel/split circuit brakes –
with that potential performance – either a Brave or Foolish driver!
Both Roger and I searched the various stands and found a number of sales catalogues for Lotus (ours) and whilst I
bought an Elise brochure, Roger bought some model cars (see below) but don’t mention it to Chrissy.

As I said earlier it made a nice change not to get SOAKING WET this year.
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Vaughn.

